
1001 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1002 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Adanola, Nike, Gym Shark, etc

1003 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

1004 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

1005 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mars the 
Label, Paul Smith, NoBody's Child, etc

1006 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Represent, 
Moschino, Boss, etc

1007 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Child, Phase Eight, Fat Face, etc

1008 +VAT Selection of Sosandar and Club London 
clothing

1009 +VAT Fairfax and Favor britannia washbag in 
navy scotchgrain with dust bag and box

1010 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1011 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Dr Martens, Nike, DKNY, etc

1012 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

1013 +VAT Selection of various bags

1014 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

1015 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1016 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Broken 
Planet, Weird Fish, Finisterre, etc

1017 +VAT Selection of clothing to include White 
Stuff, Club London, Toast, etc

1018 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Child, Mint Velvet, Boden, etc

1019 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Represent, 
Holebrook, Moss, etc

1020 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1021 +VAT The North Face arctic parka in black size 
XS

1022 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

1023 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Soar, Castore, etc

1024 +VAT Selection of various accessories

1025 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1026 +VAT Selection of Samurai and Sister Seekers 
clothing

1027 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Monsoon, 
Toast, Crew Clothing, etc

1028 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
Anthropolige, NoBody's Child, Khadi, etc

1029 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Helly 
Molly, Abercrombie & Fitch, Damson Madder, 
etc

1030 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

1031 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Broken 
Planet, Charles Tyrwhitt, Moose Knuckles, etc

1032 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1033 +VAT SMFK compass cross winter faux fur hat 
in wheat with flannels dust bag

1034 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
TA/LA, The North Face, etc

1035 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

1036 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1037 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pieces, 
Passenger, Ralph Lauren, etc

1038 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Never 
Fully Dressed, Lucy & Yak, Albaray, etc

1039 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Child, Boden and White Stuff

1040 +VAT Selection of Represent clothing

1041 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mint 
Velvet, Joanie, French Connection, etc

1042 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1043 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Moschino, Seal Skinz, Bam, Kate 
Spade, etc

1044 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark, Adanola and 
Sweaty Betty sportswear

1045 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adaonla, Gym+Coffee, etc

1046 +VAT Selection of various bags

1047 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1048 +VAT Selection of clothing to incldue Outsidein, 
Citizens of Humanity, Lighthouse, etc

1049 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Disturbia, 
Oh Polly, Chi Chi London, etc

1050 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hush, 
Sosandar, Lucy & Yak, etc
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1051 +VAT Selection of Oliver Bonas and Boden 
clothing

1052 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1053 +VAT Passenger escapism Sherpa lined 
changing robe in black size XS

1054 +VAT Selection of Aybl sportswear

1055 +VAT Selection of Aybl sportswear

1056 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Lulu 
Lemon, Nike, Gym Shark, etc

1057 +VAT Selection of mixed swimwear

1058 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

1059 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1060 +VAT Selection of Lounge and Abercrombie & 
Fitch clothing

1061 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

1062 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Columbia, 
Passenger, Spoke, etc

1063 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Lucy & 
Yak, Boa, Rythum, etc

1064 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Cihld, Lavish Alice, Karen Millen, etc

1065 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1066 +VAT Mulberry handbag in green with dust bag 
(signs of wear)

1067 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym 
Shark, Nike, Adidas, etc

1068 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

1069 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

1070 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1071 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Represent, 
Crosshatch, Tommy Hilfiger, etc

1072 +VAT Selection of clothing to include COS, 
Arket, Karen Millen, etc

1073 +VAT Selection of Club London and Never Fully 
Dressed clothing

1074 +VAT Selection of Disturbia and Sugarhill 
clothing

1075 +VAT Selection of Boden, NoBody's Child and 
Pure Collection clothing

1076 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

1077 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

1078 +VAT Selection of Sweaty Betty and Trek 
sportswear

1079 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Castore, etc

1080 +VAT Selection of various hats

1081 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

1082 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

1083 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1084 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Represent, 
BDG, Only & Sons, etc

1085 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hush, 
Abercrombie & Fitch, COS, etc

1086 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Sea Salt, 
Boden, NoBody's Child, etc

1087 Large pallet containing mixed children's and 
baby clothing

1088 Large selection of H&M children's clothing

1089 Selection of NEXT children's clothing

1090 Selection of children's accessories

1091 Selection of baby accessories

1092 Selection of children's Shein clothing

1093 Selection of children's sportswear

1094 Selection of children's Zara clothing

1095 Selection of designer children's clothing to 
include Zavetti Canada, Boden, White 
Company, etc

1101 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1102 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1103 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1104 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1105 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1106 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1107 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1108 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1109 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1110 Approx. 20 kids Pekkle 4 piece clothing sets

1111 +VAT Approx. 22 ladies V-neck jumpers by 
Orvis

1112 +VAT Approx. 22 ladies V-neck jumpers by 
Orvis
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1113 +VAT Approx. 22 ladies V-neck jumpers by 
Orvis

1114 +VAT Approx. 22 ladies V-neck jumpers by 
Orvis

1115 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Buffalo high rise cargo 
pants

1116 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Buffalo high rise cargo 
pants

1117 +VAT Approx. 16 mens DKNY golf polo tops

1118 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear, socks, bras, gloves ect.

1119 +VAT Mixed bag of mens and womens 
underwear, socks, bras, gloves ect.

1120 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing to include shirts, cardigans, trousers 
ect.

1121 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1122 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1123 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1124 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1125 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1126 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1127 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1128 +VAT Large quantity of ladies 32 degrees heat 
fleece lined base layer pants

1129 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1130 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1131 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1132 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1133 Approx. 20 items of childrens Puma joggers or 
hooded jumpers

1134 Approx. 20 items of childrens Puma joggers or 
hooded jumpers

1135 Approx. 15 childrens Puma hooded jumpers

1136 Approx. 15 childrens Puma hooded jumpers

1137 Approx. 15 childrens Puma hooded jumpers or 
joggers

1138 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1139 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1140 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1141 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1142 Approx. 10 kids coats by 32 degrees heat

1143 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies ultra light down jackets 
by 32 degrees heat

1144 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies ultra light down jackets 
by 32 degrees heat

1145 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies ultra light down jackets 
by 32 degrees heat

1146 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies ultra light down jackets 
by 32 degrees heat

1147 +VAT Approx. 20 items of womens clothing to 
include joggers, jumpers, trousers ect.

1148 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies Mondetta fleece crew 
neck sweatshirt

1149 +VAT Approx. 10 ladies fleece jackets by 32 
degrees heat

1150 +VAT Approx. 14 items of branded clothing to 
include Levi's, Champion, Fjallraven. DKNY ect.

1151 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies 32 degree heat jackets

1152 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1153 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1154 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1155 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1156 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1157 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1158 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1159 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1160 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Ellen Reyes 2 pack 
fleece lined leggings

1161 Approx. 10 kids Marvel plush hooded jackets

1162 Mixed bag of girls velour loungewear by Jezzie's

1163 +VAT 6 mens Ted Baker 1/2 zip jersery's (3 size 
M, 2 size XL, 1 size XXL)

1164 +VAT 7 mens Ted Baker 1/2 zip jersery's (5 size 
XXL, 2 size M)
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1165 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies jackets by 32 degrees 
heat

1166 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies jackets by 32 degrees 
heat

1167 +VAT Approx. 28 ladies leggings by Tuff, 
Mondetta, Andrew Marc. 32 degrees heat ect.

1168 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1169 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1170 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1171 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1172 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1173 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1174 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1175 +VAT Approx. 30 ladies Mondetta brushed 
jacquard leggings

1176 +VAT Mixed bag of mens clothing to include 
Orvis heavy weight flannel shirts and Green 
Treat socks

1177 +VAT 6 pairs of designer reading or sunglasses 
to include Ray-Ban, Jaguar, Range Rover, 
Joules, Nike ect.

1178 Approx. 20 Kirkland kids pyjama sets

1179 Mixed bag of childrens clothing to include 
loungewear, pyjama sets ect.

1180 +VAT Approx. 15 Jack Wills joggers

1181 +VAT Approx. 15 Jack Wills joggers

1182 +VAT Approx. 10 Jack Wills full zip hoodies

1183 +VAT Approx. 15 Jack Wills full zip hoodies or 
joggers

1184 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies Mondetta crew neck 
sweatshirt

1185 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies Mondetta fleece pleated 
joggers

1186 +VAT Approx. 15 ladies Mondetta fleece pleated 
joggers

1187 +VAT 5 Pajar Canada fleece lined trousers

1188 +VAT 5 Pajar Canada fleece lined trousers

1189 +VAT 5 Pajar Canada fleece lined trousers

1190 +VAT 4 Pajar Canada fleece lined trousers

1191 +VAT Sealy side sleeper pillow pair

1192 +VAT Arlee home fashions cuddle bed pillow

1193 +VAT Dreamland luxury faux fur warming throw

1194 +VAT Pair of hotel grand feather and down 
pillows

1195 +VAT Boxed Puma mesh trainers in grey size 
UK 4

1196 +VAT Boxed Puma mesh trainers in grey size 
UK 6

1197 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers Go Walk air 
cooled goga mat trainers in white size UK 8

1198 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers lite-weight 
memory foam trainers in grey size UK 9

1199 +VAT Boxed pair of Skechers lite-weight 
memory foam trainers in grey size UK 9

1200 +VAT Boxed pair of Kirkland comfort walker 
trainers in black size UK 8.5

1201 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of mens Gerry Venture 
fleece lined pants

1202 +VAT Approx. 7 womens coats and fleeces by 
32 Degree Heat or Jachs.

1203 +VAT Approx. 20 items of womens clothing. To 
include leggings and jumpers.

1204 +VAT Mixed lot to include 4 memory foam travel 
pillows, Toy Story cushion and throw, the comfy 
original wearable blanket in blue & beige and 
white patterned throw

1205 +VAT Approx. 20 ladies Mondetta 1/4 zip 
jumpers

1206 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include jeans,leggings, jumpers, t 
shirts etc.

1207 Mixed lot to include soft toys, microwavable 
hotties, 2 long hot water bottles ect.

1208 3 boxed pairs of kids kirkland shearling ankle 
boots in brown (2 size UK 11, 1 size UK 1)

1209 +VAT A box containing Depend comfort protect 
underwear.

1210 +VAT A womens blue DKNY fleece lined coat. 
Size: Small.

1211 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.

1212 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.

1213 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.
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1214 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.

1215 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.

1216 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.

1217 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of womens DKNY stretch 
fleece 2 piece lounge sets.

1218 +VAT Approx. 10 womens shawl collar pyjama 
sets by Room Service

1219 +VAT A bag containing womens x7 
loungewear/pyjama sets and a dressing gown 
by DKNY.

1220 +VAT Approx 6 mens and womens 
coats/fleeces/gilletes. By 32 Degree Heat, 
Jachs, Weatherproof.

1221 +VAT Approx. 22 items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include trousers, leggings, t shirts, 
jumpers etc.

1222 +VAT Approx. 6 pairs of Pajar ski/snow pants.

1223 +VAT A bag containing womens loungewear by 
Jezebel, 32 Degree Cool, Live 2 Lounge, Room 
Service, Midnight etc.

1224 +VAT Approx. 13 items of mens and womens 
branded clothing. To include Ted Baker, Puma, 
Champion, Skins etc.

1225 +VAT Approx. 7 womens branded swimming 
costumes. To include Reebok & DKNY.

1226 +VAT Approx. 15 pairs of mens black jeans by 
Urban Star.

1227 +VAT Approx. 15 pairs of mens black jeans by 
Urban Star.

1228 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of mens black jeans by 
Urban Star.

1229 +VAT Approx. 15 womens jumpers by Andrew 
Marc.

1230 +VAT Approx. 15 womens jumpers by Andrew 
Marc.

1231 +VAT Approx. 15 womens jumpers by Andrew 
Marc.

1232 +VAT Approx. 15 womens jumpers by Andrew 
Marc.

1233 +VAT Approx. 15 womens jumpers by Andrew 
Marc.

1234 +VAT Approx. 15 womens jumpers by Andrew 
Marc.

1235 +VAT Approx. 13 pairs of mens flat front chinos 
by English Laundry.

1236 +VAT Approx. 13 items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include Kirkland, English Laundry, 
Andrew Marc.

1237 +VAT Approx. 10 Mens jackets by Kirkland.

1238 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include trousers, t shirts, jackets, 
knitwear.

1239 +VAT Approx. 20 Womens Skechers Go Walk 
jumpers.

1240 +VAT Approx. 20 Womens Skechers Go Walk 
jumpers.

1241 Approx. 15 childrens hoodies by Puma.

1242 Approx. 18 childrens Under Armour Hoodies.

1243 Approx. 18 childrens Under Armour Hoodies.

1244 +VAT Approx. 20 mens shorts by Jachs New 
York.

1245 +VAT Approx. 20 mens shorts by Jachs New 
York.

1246 +VAT Approx. 20 mens shorts by Jachs New 
York.

1247 +VAT Approx. 20 mens shorts by Jachs New 
York.

1248 +VAT Approx. 20 mens shorts by Jachs New 
York.

1249 +VAT Approx. 20 mens shorts by Jachs New 
York.

1250 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens lined cargo 
pockets pants by Mondetta.

1251 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens lined cargo 
pockets pants by Mondetta.

1252 +VAT Quantity of womens knitwear by Jachs 
Girlfriend. To include sleeveless crews and 
cardigans.

1253 +VAT Quantity of womens knitwear by Jachs 
Girlfriend. To include sleeveless crews and 
cardigans.

1254 +VAT Approx. 14 womens Jachs Girlfriend 2 
piece knitwear sets.

1255 +VAT Approx. 16 womens Jachs Girlfriend 2 
piece knitwear sets.

1256 +VAT A quantity of womens knitwear by Jachs 
Girlfriend. To include sleeveless crews and 
cardigans.

1257 +VAT Approx. 15 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.

1258 +VAT Approx. 15 womens Mondetta quarter zip 
jumpers.
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1259 +VAT Approx. 10 womens coats by 32 Degree 
Heat.

1260 +VAT Approx. 10 womens coats by 32 Degree 
Heat.

1261 +VAT Approx. 10 womens coats by 32 Degree 
Heat.

1262 +VAT Approx. 15 mens heavy weight flannel 
shirts by Orvis.

1263 +VAT Approx. 15 pairs of womens jeans or 
cargo pants by Buffalo or Bandolino.

1264 +VAT Approx. 40 pairs of mens swim shorts by 
Kirkland

1265 +VAT Approx. 40 pairs of mens swim shorts by 
Kirkland

1266 +VAT Approx. 40 pairs of mens swim shorts by 
Kirkland

1267 +VAT Approx. 40 pairs of mens swim shorts by 
Kirkland

1268 +VAT Approx. 40 pairs of mens swim shorts by 
Kirkland

1269 +VAT Approx. 15 mens flat front chinos by 
English Laundry.

1270 +VAT Approx. 20 womens skechers go lounge 
hoodies.

1271 Approx. 20 childrens 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Pekkle.

1272 +VAT A quantity of Feel Natural washable 
period underwear.

1273 +VAT A quantity of Feel Natural washable 
period underwear.

1274 +VAT A quantity of Feel Natural washable 
period underwear.

1275 Approx. 20 Childrens 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Pekkle.

1276 Approx. 20 Childrens 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Pekkle.

1277 Approx. 20 Childrens 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Pekkle.

1278 Approx. 20 Childrens 4 piece pyjama sets by 
Pekkle.

1279 +VAT Approx. 20 pairs of womens Buffalo high 
rise cargo pants.

1280 +VAT Approx. 16 pairs of womens joggers by 
Champion.

1281 +VAT Approx. 30 items of womens clothing. To 
include leggings, cardigans, vests etc.

1282 +VAT Approx. 30 items of womens clothing to 
include jumpers, cardigans, vests.

1283 +VAT Approx. 25 womens v neck jumpers by 
Orvis.

1284 +VAT Approx. 25 pairs of womens leggings by 
Lole.

1285 +VAT Approx. 25 pairs of womens leggings by 
Lole.

1286 +VAT Approx. 5 Womens Under Armour 
hoodies.

1287 +VAT A pair of Hotel Grand memory foam 
pillows.

1288 +VAT A pair of Hotel Grand memory foam 
pillows.

1289 +VAT A pair of Hotel Grand feather and down 
pillows.

1290 +VAT A Mon Chateau luxury collection rug. 
Colour: grey and white. Size: 76cm x 114cm.

1291 +VAT Approx. 35 mens polos by Gerry.

1292 +VAT Approx. 8 womens coats by 32 Degree 
Heat.

1293 +VAT Approx. 20 items of mens and womens 
clothing. To include jumpers, trousers, leggings.

1294 +VAT Approx. 15 mens heavy weight flannel 
shirts by Orvis.

1295 +VAT Approx. 15 mens heavy weight flannel 
shirts by Orvis.

1296 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of mens Gerry Venture 
fleece lined pants.

1297 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of mens Gerry Venture 
fleece lined pants.

1298 +VAT Approx. 10 pairs of mens Gerry Venture 
fleece lined pants.

1299 +VAT Approx. 8 pairs of mens Gerry Venture 
fleece lined pants.

1300 +VAT Approx. 7 pairs of mens Gerry Venture 
fleece lined pants.

1301 +VAT Sony 75" ultra HD 4K smart TV 
(KD75X80L) with stand and remote

1302 +VAT LG 55" OLED smart TV (OLED55C36LC) 
with stand and remote

1303 +VAT LG 55" OLED smart TV (OLED55CX5LB) 
with stand and remote

1304 +VAT LG ultra HD 4K smart TV 
(55UM7660PLA) with stand and remote
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1305 +VAT Hisense 58" ultra HD 4K smart TV 
(58A7100FTUK) with remote and wood and 
black glass effect media stand

1306 +VAT Hisense 55" ultra HD 4K smart TV 
(55U8KQTUK) with stand and remote

1307 +VAT Toshiba 43" 4K smart TV (43VL5A63DB) 
with stand and remote

1308 +VAT Toshiba 55" 4K smart TV (55QA4C63DB) 
with remote, no stand

1309 Sony Bravia 42" smart TV with stand and remote 
(KDL/42W829B) plus 2 pairs of 3D glasses

1310 +VAT Sony 3.1 channel sound bar (S2000) with 
remote and PSU

1311 +VAT Sony 3.1 channel sound bar (S2000) with 
PSU, no remote

1312 Denon AM/FM stereo tuner (TU-260L)

1313 Samsung 3D blu-ray player (BD/H8500M) with 
box and remote

1314 +VAT Casiotone digital keyboard (CT/S195)

1315 +VAT 3 Go Globe wireless rechargeable 
floatable lights with remote control and 2 
chargers

1316 Bose CineMate 15 digital subwoofer (no PSU)

1317 Yamaha sub woofer (NX-SW120)

1318 Sonos Play 5 speaker

1319 Bose Powered Acoustimass 25 Series 2 
speaker system (no PSU)

1320 Sonos Play:1 speaker

1321 Sonos Play:1 speaker

1322 +VAT Mekamon robotics gaming AR

1323 +VAT Logitech G920 Driving Force racing wheel 
and pedal set (no PSU)

1324 +VAT 4 Pebli town starter pack interactive toys

1325 +VAT 4 Pebli town starter pack interactive toys

1326 Celestron AstroMaster 130 telescope

1327 5 No Fear gaming headsets

1328 4 No Fear gaming headphones

1329 Crate containing various CD's and DVD's

1330 +VAT Large collection of SumUp payment kits, 
Air card readers, smart card terminals, etc.

1331 Elight 800W hair removal tool kit (no key)

1332 +VAT Collection of storage boxes incl. 3 packs 
of 15L and 2 tub crates

1333 +VAT Epson EcoTank printer (ET-2811)

1334 +VAT HP DeskJet printer (4120e)

1335 +VAT LG wireless active sub woofer (SPN5B-
W)

1336 +VAT Square payment terminal with box of 20 
thermal till rolls

1337 Apple iPad (A1430) 16GB

1338 +VAT E&M Active Magic Touch Optic Massager

1339 +VAT 2 Belkin Boost Charge power banks

1340 +VAT Pair of LG Tone Enhance active noise 
cancellation earbuds

1341 Medipure Pro advanced electromagnetic 
therapy pain relief machine with 3 bottles of 
glucosamine gold gel

1342 Valencia acoustic guitar

1343 +VAT Simple Human magnifying mirror

1344 +VAT Clear box containing various cabling, 
blank CDs, video converter, ceiling speaker, 
desk fans, etc.

1345 +VAT Sound Station Pocket Live wireless 
portable amplifier

1346 +VAT Pulse mixer amplifier (PLS00558)

1347 +VAT Pair of Sony headphones (WH-CH720N)

1348 +VAT Meter Plus smart bluetooth wireless BBQ 
thermometer

1349 +VAT Pair of David Beckham sunglasses

1350 +VAT Pair of D Squared2 sunglasses

1351 7 Thrustmaster freestyle boards for Xbox

1352 +VAT Art Skills Premium paint by numbers 
pack, sealed

1353 Bush HD digital Freesat box

1354 A3 precision guillotine by Avery

1355 3 boxes containing 4 packs of Finea Discretion 
adult incontinence pads

1356 Single olive green armchair

1357 +VAT 4 bags containing Popmask 'Glow Better' 
steam facial mask packs

1358 Small desk with 3 drawer drop leaf and leather 
inlay

1359 Set of 3 oak nesting tables, together with an 
additional square top table with shelf under

1360 Pine stained Victorian chest of 2 over 3 drawers

1361 Edwardian 2 over 2 chest of drawers
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1362 Small wooden mantle clock

1366 +VAT Nourison Celestial area rug 
(160cmx221cm)

1367 Contents of cabinet incl. vintage style The Motor 
magazines, various collectible tins incl. players 
navy cut cigarettes, water jugs, Vesta match 
case with striker on bottom, etc.

1368 Leather style case containing various 
hallmarked jewellery and medals, etc.

1369 Various wristwatches incl. Tommy Hilfiger, 
Timex, Rotary, etc. with small selection of 
costume jewellery

1370 Single futon with mattress in black

1371 Quantity of electrical items incl. table lanterns 
and Bush VTR227 radio

1372 Vono folding games table

1373 2 various silver coloured desk lanterns

1374 2 tone wardrobe system comprising triple 
fronted section, mirrored door section and 2 
lower drawers

1375 Modular teak lounge suite comprising 2 
cupboards, 1 glass fronted display cabinet and 2
 drawer module 
£10-20

1376 +VAT Pallet containing unboxed Gourmia air 
fryers, instant pots, etc.

1377 Glass top dining table with wooden legs (unbuilt)

1378 +VAT Magic Bag instant space saver pack with 
Acu-Rite LED wall clock

1379 Pair of Sakura day and night vision binoculars 
with case

1380 3 various framed and glazed pictures (2 nursery 
themed and 1 Monet print)

1401 +VAT Boxed Sage the Barista Express Impress 
coffee machine

1402 +VAT Unboxed Sage the Barista Express 
Impress coffee machine

1403 +VAT Unboxed Sage the Oracle Touch Impress 
coffee machine

1404 +VAT Unboxed Sage the Barista Pro coffee 
machine

1405 +VAT Unboxed Sage the Barista Pro coffee 
machine

1406 +VAT Boxed Melitta Barista T Smart coffee 
machine

1407 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi Dinamica coffee 
machine

1408 +VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo Pop coffee 
machine

1409 +VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo Pop coffee 
machine

1410 +VAT Boxed Ninja Foodie health grill and air 
fryer

1411 +VAT Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro food processor

1412 +VAT Boxed Kenwood Multi Pro food processor

1413 De'Longhi deep fat fryer

1414 +VAT Porcelain dinnerware set in box

1415 +VAT 2 boxed Tefal Everyday induction hobs

1416 +VAT Boxed SodaStream Terra sparkling water 
maker

1417 +VAT Boxed SodaStream Terra sparkling water 
maker

1418 +VAT Boxed SodaStream Terra sparkling water 
maker

1419 +VAT Quantity of kitchen items incl. stackable 
plastic food storage system with boxed tumbler 
set air fryer papers, etc.

1420 +VAT Boxed 6 piece microwaveable bowl set 
with 11 unboxed microwaveable bowls

1421 +VAT Boxed Berghoff handheld food processor

1422 +VAT Boxed Berghoff handheld food processor

1423 +VAT Boxed Berghoff Eurocast teppanyaki flat/ 
grill plate with boxed Berghoff Eurocast frying 
pan

1424 +VAT Boxed Viners 32 piece cutlery set with 
boxed 6 piece reactive glaze mug set and 2 
boxes of Nescafé Dolce Gusto pods

1425 +VAT 2 boxed Glasslock 26 piece food storage 
set

1426 +VAT De'Longhi toaster with Dualit hand held 
mixer

1427 +VAT Boxed 12 piece white porcelain 
dinnerware set with matching 12 piece mug set 
and box containing 4 other bowls

1428 +VAT Boxed Circulon 13 piece cookware set

1429 +VAT 2 boxed 10 piece bowl sets

1430 +VAT 2 boxed 4 piece stoneware bowl sets

1431 +VAT Boxed Kilner glass clip drinks dispenser 
with boxed Crystal King glass pitcher

1432 +VAT Tray containing reactive glaze mugs, Café 
Express plastic containers and lid set plus a 
quantity of tea light candles
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1433 +VAT Boxed Greenpan casserole dish with lid 
with 2 boxed Brita water filter jugs

1434 +VAT Tray containing various kitchen related 
items incl. Sistema microwaveable container 
set, KitchenAid utensils, Henckels chopping 
boards, etc.

1435 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot multi cooker and air 
fryer

1436 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot multi cooker and air 
fryer

1437 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot multi cooker and air 
fryer

1438 +VAT Instant Pot multi cooker and air fryer, 
unboxed

1439 Bosch coffee machine, unboxed

1440 +VAT Sur La Table single or double basket air 
fryer, 10.5L

1441 +VAT Sur La Table single or double basket air 
fryer, 10.5L

1442 +VAT Sur La Table single or double basket air 
fryer, 10.5L

1443 +VAT Sur La Table single or double basket air 
fryer, 10.5L

1444 +VAT Sur La Table single or double basket air 
fryer, 10.5L

1445 +VAT Sur La Table single or double basket air 
fryer

1446 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in grey, 
unboxed

1447 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in grey, 
unboxed

1448 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in grey, 
unboxed

1449 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in grey, 
unboxed

1450 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in black, 
unboxed

1451 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in black, 
unboxed

1452 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in black, 
unboxed

1453 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in black, 
unboxed

1454 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in black, 
unboxed

1455 +VAT Sur la Table twin basket air fryer in black, 
unboxed

1456 +VAT The Rock Starfrit pan set

1457 +VAT Waterpik water flosser

1458 +VAT Box containing Braun food processor 
parts

1459 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of bottles 
and flasks to include Kambukka, Zulu etc.

1460 +VAT Box containing a quantity of bottles and 
flasks to include Thermoflask, Reduce, Zulu etc.

1461 +VAT 9 Gourmia air fryers, boxed

1462 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in green

1463 +VAT American Tourister suitcase in black

1464 +VAT Antler suitcase in grey

1465 +VAT Samsonite suitcase in grey

1466 +VAT 3 piece American Tourister suitcase set in 
black

1467 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece suitcase set in black

1468 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece suitcase set in black

1469 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece suitcase set in grey

1470 +VAT Samsonite 2 piece suitcase set in black

1471 +VAT 3 piece Superdry suitcase set in black

1472 +VAT American Tourister cabin bag in yellow

1473 +VAT American Tourister cabin bag in orange

1474 +VAT American Tourister cabin bag in black

1475 +VAT American Tourister cabin bag in black

1476 +VAT American Tourister cabin bag in turquoise

1477 +VAT Brother multi function wireless inkjet 
printer, model: MFC-J4335DW

1478 +VAT Brother multi function wireless inkjet 
printer, model: MFC-J4335DW

1479 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro (model 8022e), boxed

1480 +VAT Delsey duffle bag on wheels

1481 +VAT Iron multi section display rack

1482 +VAT Childrens click together play pen with 
rubberised matting and bag of balls

1483 +VAT Carlos childrens travel cot system

1501 Crate containing various collectibles to include 
brassware, ornaments, toby style jugs etc

1502 +VAT 2 packs of white porcelain plant pots with 
wooden stands

1503 Simpsons (Potters) Ltd. dinnerware set
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1504 2 boxes containing ornaments incl. porcelain 
ladies and various pig ornaments

1505 2 crates containing vinyl LPs incl. Stevie 
Wonder, Culture Club, Steve Miller Band, Daivd 
Bowie (sleeve only) etc. (some missing LPs)

1506 Bamboo cheese board with large china vase, 
decorative metal wine holder with clock, 
retractable clothes line, etc.

1507 Box containing aquarium lamps for children

1508 Box containing Disney Princess frisbee and 
bubble wand sets

1509 Stack of various board games to include 
Absolute Boulder Dash, Seen It, Genius, Trivia 
Pursuit etc

1510 Box containing various blue prints of boats and 
ships plus other related paperwork

1511 28cm marble wok with glass lid

1512 Royal Sound projector

1513 Pack containing family design and love heart 
design picture frames

1514 Large quantity of blue mugs

1515 Box containing Toy Story themed canvas clocks

1516 2 stacks of various puzzles

1517 Box containing toys incl. Joker, Power Rangers 
and various unboxed Funko Pops

1518 Box containing childrens dolls

1519 Box containing various toys incl. Noise Putty, 
hair styling items, fidget sensory items and City 
Police packs

1520 Box containing miniature toy dolls

1521 Various toys and games incl. Power Bots, 
construction kits, magnetic shapes and 2 
tabletop air hockey games

1522 Crate containing folding amplified speaker, VR 
headset, airpod case with carabiner clips, etc.

1523 Box containing 4 flying spinner toys and 2 AR 
game guns

1524 Crate containing Chelsea FC baby accessory 
kits and Chelsea binders

1525 Collection of various vinyl LPs and 45s to 
include Cilla Black, The Pretenders etc. (some 
sleeves only)

1526 Vintage style biscuit box with contents of 
Butterick printed sewing patterns

1527 2 crates containing various style sunglasses

1528 Bag containing vinyl LPs incl. Culture Club, 
ABBA, etc.

1529 Various vinyl LPs

1530 Green crate containing vinyl LPs incl. The 
Beatles, Kate Bush, Dire Straits, Culture Club, 
etc. (some sleeves only)

1531 Dark wooden framed mirror

1532 Wooden 4 tier storage unit

1533 Various CD's to include Jazz Greats, Great 
singers and a qty of cassette tapes to include 
Jimmy Hendrix, Abba, etc

1534 Pair of mirrored 3 drawer bedsides

1535 +VAT Stay Bright 100 LED glitter gem garland 
with mattress protector set

1536 3 boxes of various china ware, earthen ware and 
patterned dinner ware set

1537 5 boxes of Super Dots adhesive glue dots

1538 Crate containing various Arsenal accessory kits 
and large pencil cases

1539 Box containing a quantity of non woven epilating 
strips

1540 Box containing various Purple Ivy costume 
jewellery

1541 Crate containing Arsenal stationery activity 
packs

1542 Crate containing Tottenham Hotspurs stationery 
sets

1543 +VAT 10 packs of clear adhesive film

1544 6 Amazon Basics microfibre fitted sheets

1545 Crate containing car phone mounts, chargers, 
etc.

1546 2 boxes containing photo props

1547 Green crate containing cut and coloured 
glassware, vases, etc.

1548 Crate containing various collectibles to include 
barometer, trinket box, various Polar Gear family 
ice pack, paint roller etc

1549 Crate containing various vintage slide projectors 
incl. Bell & Howell Movie Master, Microjector, 
etc.

1550 2 boxes containing majority of hardback books 
incl. Erica James, Leslie Pearce, Virginia 
Andrews, etc.

1551 3 boxes containing various CDs, DVDs, blu-
rays, etc.
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1552 Crate containing stoneware Creative Zen stone 
cases

1553 Box containing Dream Catcher eye masks, 
bottle target games, other masks, party items, 
etc.

1554 3 crates of DVDs incl. James Bond, American 
History X, etc.

1555 Under bay containing VHS across approx. 10 
boxes incl. Tarzan, Last of the Mohicans, 
Tommy Cooper, etc.

1556 Box containing Chelsea FC sticky post-it note 
pads

1557 Box containing Lego pieces

1558 Box containing Totenham Hotspur stationery 
sets and fleece sleeping bag

1559 Box of various vinyl LPs incl. The Seekers, Rod 
Stewart, etc.

1560 +VAT Joie adjustable height high chair

1561 +VAT 2 smart globe AR globes

1562 +VAT Cage containing various toys incl. Vtech 
Leapfrog interactive globe, Kids DJ Mix by 
Vtech, packs of cards, Mario and Yoshi RC cars, 
etc.

1563 Cage containing 7 books containing various 
stamps from around the world

1564 +VAT Lego Avatar pack (75579)

1565 Japanese triple hardened steel knife set in case

1566 4 various model airplanes incl. The D Day 
landings Messerschmitt Bf 109G, Tank Buster 
Eastern Front, Junkers Ju 87G Stuka and 2 
others

1567 Real Time HC635 4 channel remote control 
quadcopter

1568 +VAT Cage containing beauty products incl. 
Oral-B toothbrush, Lola's Lashes packs, Oral-B 
floss tape and Muldream cream

1569 +VAT Quantity of Skandia knives

1570 Quantity of PlayStation 2 games to include Rain 
Main, Pac-Man World, Grand Theft Auto 3 etc.

1571 Cage containing 2 vintage style 35mm. film 
cameras to include Olympus AF1 Twin, Pentina 
camera and lens, together with a Mark Scheffel 
binoculars in case

1572 Franklin Mint 'Armour Collection' 1:48 scale, die 
cast metal plane (C47 Dakota Mark 1 RAF 267 
Pegasus Squadron plane)

1573 Franklin Mint 'Amour Collection' 1:48 scale, A10 
Black Lightning plane

1574 Franklin Mint 'Armour Collection' plane 1:48 
scale F86 Sabre Bee Gees

1575 +VAT Wooden cased children's drawing set 
crayons, pencils, oils, pastels etc,

1576 +VAT Wooden cased children's drawing set 
crayons, pencils, oils, pastels etc,

1577 +VAT Royalty Line 7 piece knife set

1578 +VAT Royalty Line 7 piece knife set

1579 +VAT Circulon knife block set, unboxed

1580 Japan triple hardened steel Samurai 9 piece 
knife set in soft canvas case

1581 Damascus style 5 piece knife set in case

1582 Cage containing a quantity of various football 
programmes and magazines to include FA Cup 
Semi-Finals, Wembly matches, Northampton 
Town etc.

1583 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

1584 +VAT 11x Pairs of slides and sandals in various 
styles to include Adidas, MNG, etc

1585 +VAT Bag containing 2 plastic curtain coil 
tracks, tap tops, towel rail, Vileda retractable 
clothes line, kitchen cupboard hinges, etc.

1586 +VAT Bag containing 2 A3 non-glass photo 
frames, DIY wall clock, A5 presentation display 
books, multimedia box, etc.

1587 +VAT Small crate containing various 
glasses/spectacles

1588 +VAT 20 packs of Sigma fine liner pens

1589 +VAT 20 packs of Sigma ball point pens

1590 +VAT 2 stacks of various vinyl LPs and 45s to 
include 'Star Wars and other space themes', 
'Dirty Dancing' etc.

1591 Wooden side table together with a decorative 
mirror

1592 Wooden framed mirror

1593 8 various paintings and prints to include map of 
Northampton, oil canvas of River Bure, Norfolk 
by J.M. Gilbert Jr. dated 14 Nov 1989

1594 8L. glass drinks dispenser

1595 Marrakech patterned and bordered multi-colour 
rug (200x290cm.)

1596 3 various style stools
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1597 4'6" electric assisted bed with a Harrison Spinks 
mattress

1598 Handmade Persian Hamadan wool (165 x 
105cm.)

1599 Handmade Persian Hamadan rug (165 x 110 
cm.)

1600 Persian Gabbeh green rug with deer motif (169 
x 104cm.)

1601 Composite wood small square topped dining 
table with 2 brown leatherette upholstered dining 
chairs

1602 Modern dining table with faux marble surface, 
glass top and chrome supports

1603 5 black bamboo dining chairs

1604 Modern modular wooden bottle rack

1605 Light oak glass top side table

1606 Black ash vanity unit with cane door fronts

1607 Grey vanity stand with 2 cupboards and 2 
drawers

1608 Wooden cased wall clock with pendulum and 
key

1609 Dark oak cased mantle clock reverse bearing 
label for Chas. Butler Watch & Clockmaker 39 
Week Street, Maidstone

1610 Brass cased clock dial

1611 Dark oak case mantle clock by E. Bittoz & Cie, 
Paris together with 2 similar style dark oak and 
brass candlesticks

1612 2 dark oak cased Napoleon style mantle clocks

1613 5 various cut glass decanters with stoppers

1614 2 wooden clothes stands together with folding 
card table

1615 Old charm style dark oak glazed display cabinet 
with glass doors

1616 *Withdrawn*

1617 Shelf of various vases incl. clear and blue finish 
glass vase and wooden candle sticks with pair of 
metal candlesticks

1618 3 ships in bottles and 1 mother of pearl handled 
silver letter opener

1619 +VAT Cream plush area rug (5'x7')

1620 Geometric brass and black glass finish shelving 
unit

1621 Modern grey cupboard with mirror fronted doors

1622 Modern white 4 drawer bathroom chest

1623 Windsor type wooden panel seated dining chair

1624 Set of 4 Mid-Century spindle back dining chairs

1625 Modern white 6 drawer dressing unit

1626 Wicker fabric lined laundry basket

1627 5 large red velvet coloured lamp shades

1628 Edwardian chest of 2 over 2 drawers

1629 Oatmeal upholstered 2 seater sofa

1630 Tiffany style ceiling light fixture

1631 Modern blue suede upholstered cylindrical 
footstool

1632 Grey/brown upholstered futon

1633 Modern black side table with lower oak effect 
shelf

1634 3 various wicker baskets

1635 Freestanding cloakroom hanger with 3 lower 
shelves

1636 Modern black metal tubular framed single bed 
with Dreams Regal Gold mattress

1637 Nesting pair of circular black metal framed 
coffee tables with smoke glass surfaces

1638 Nesting pair of circular black metal framed 
coffee tables with smoke glass surfaces

1639 +VAT Mottled grey and beige hall runner

1640 Modern grey upholstered shell shaped easy 
chair

1641 Double divan bed base with John Lewis 
essentials collection response 1920 auto 
mattress

1642 Brown leather effect long stool

1643 2 albums of First Day covers on themes 
including locomotives, RNLB life boats etc

1644 Persian Gabbeh multicoloured geometric pattern 
wool rug (176 x 101cm.)

1645 Persion handmade Balonchi rug (176 x 101cm.)

1646 Red and beige figured and bordered rug

1647 Large white and grey wardrobe system

1648 +VAT Modern mid grey upholstered L-shaped 
electrically reclining corner sofa system

1649 Modern low level storage coffee table in 
hardwood finish

1650 2 bamboo framed serving trays of stands

1651 Modern bras finished circular 2 tier coffee table
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1652 Nesting pair of black metal framed coffee tables 
with glass surfaces together with further black 
coffee table

1653 Square pine dining table

1654 Mid century teak nest of 3 coffee tables

1655 Modern grey 2 drawer entertainment unit with 
hardwood effect surface

1656 Modern grey single drawer radiator cover with 
light oak effect top

1657 Chrome finish freestanding hat and coat stand

1658 Modern grey leaning shelving unit

1659 Modern beech effect finish wardrobe system 
with central mirrored doors

1660 Pine 2 drawer coffee table

1661 Set of 4 grey finish panel seated wooden dining 
chairs

1662 +VAT Set of 4 Lifewit fleece bed sheets

1663 Red cased canteen of cutlery together with 
boxed set of Lakeland jam jars

1664 Modern hardwood finish refectory type dining 
suite including table on black metal criss-cross 
base and 2 matching dining benches

1665 Mahogany cased American style wall clock by E. 
N. Welch, Forestville, Connecticut, USA

1666 2 small dressing table stools

1667 Drinks dispenser and small folding table

1668 Small red chest decorated with map of the world

1669 Modern single divan bed base with Tempur 
Sensation Elite memory foam mattress and 
beige upholstered headboard

1670 Beige upholstered storage ottoman

1671 Set of 4 brass 2 branch wall light candelabras

1672 Assortment of scrapbooks and albums and 
contents including picture postcards

1673 Twin handled early 20th Century pine storage 
trunk

1674 Boxed Severn full function radio controlled life 
boat

1675 Off white entertainment stand with sliding ribbed 
door fronts

1676 *Withdrawn*

1677 Cased Singer sewing machine

1678 +VAT Stackable shoe box and organizer 4 pack 
in box together with further loose sections

1679 Modern brown upholstered 2 seater sofa

1680 Crate containing various pictures including 
etching by JC Varrall, floral tapestry, watercolour 
signed 'SJM' etc

1681 Mahogany torchere

1682 Mahogany standard lamp base

1683 2 drop leaf occasional tables; 1 dark oak, 1 
mahogany

1684 Brown leather upholstered 2 seater sofa

1685 Walnut cased American style wall clock with 
painted front glass, the inside bearing label for 
E. N. Welch, Forestville, Connecticut, USA

1686 Tan leather covered footstool and small cane 
seated child's chair

1687 Modern pair of wall decorations and further 
smaller pictures

1688 Grey upholstered double bedframe

1689 Grey upholstered headboard

1690 Collection of framed Whiskey advertisements 
including Boyd's Old Irish and The Irish Whiskey 
Company together with Wimbledon lawn tennis 
print and The Doncaster Gold Cup matching 
print

1691 London Fire Brigade in black and US Fire 
Service helmet bearing name Edward Monogue

1692 Onyx cased mantle clock with 2 matching 
garnitures

1693 Childs pink acoustic guitar

1694 3 sporting prints in black and chrome frames 
including Henry Cooper, Steve Davis and Ian 
Botham

1695 3 tier mahogany folding stand

1696 Modern hardwood finish entertainment unit with 
sliding door

1698 Blue, grey and wood finish storage bedframe

1699 Brown painted twin handled wooden storage 
trunk

1700 Sewing machine on stand

1701 Silent Night Mira Pocket 800 pocket memory 
foam single mattress

1702 Silent Night Mira Pocket 800 pocket memory 
foam single mattress

1703 2 small mahogany wine tables

1704 Modern grey 2 drawer bedside

1705 Small drop side table with marble effect surface
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1706 Cased Prinz auto projector, cased Halina super 
8 Cine camera Prinz Oxford 400 super 8 movie 
editor 3 way universal splicer and a further 
boxed Photax projector

1707 Double futon with yellow mattress

1708 Double futon with grey mattress

1709 +VAT Boxed Óve Lyon LED mirror, 51 X 152cm

1710 +VAT 2 Love Home wire storage baskets

1711 Dark oak circular occasional table

1712 Small wooden 2 drawer collectors unit with hand 
painted gilt branding for Dewhurst's Sylk 
machine twist strong-lustrous

1713 Balotta accordion

1714 Single bed frame with electric assisted lifting 
and Emporia medium spring mattress

1715 Green banded travel trunk

1716 Carpet beater and 2 wicker baskets

1717 Red and navy figured and bordered rug (approx. 
240 x 170cm.). 
Red and navy figured and bordered rug (approx. 
240 x 170cm.).

1718 Hardwood framed overmantle mirror and a 
further mirror with gilt mirrored frame

1719 Brown upholstered ottoman

1720 +VAT Black framed and bevelled rectangular 
wall mirror

1721 +VAT 2 white framed and bevelled rectangular 
wall mirrors

1722 Mid 20th century oak writing table with inset 
green leather writing surface

1723 Assortment of pictures and frames including 
horse tapestry, disgusted caddie, etc

1724 2 framed and glazed coastal watercolours

1725 3 framed and glazed pictures including a 
watercolour of a European cafe, a crayon sketch 
signed R Denton 2002 and a print of a European 
street scene

1726 An assortment of pictures including prints of 
various females, Edwardian garden party, 
Cadbury cart horse, etc

1727 An assortment of pictures including African tribal 
art, framed and glazed print of Mediterranean 
cottage, engraving of Budrum in Turkey, a print 
in the style of Bogarin, etc

1728 White cot with mattress

1729 Modern desk on hairpin type supports

1730 2 brown metal trunks

1731 A2Z Rug light grey (200x290cm.) and brown 
Shadow Collection rug

1732 +VAT Light grey upholstered L shaped corner 
sofa system including a matching ottoman

1733 Pair of free standing hat and coat stands in 
black

1734 Wood finish childs cot

1735 Composite wood extending dining table with 6 
matching black upholstered dining chairs

1736 Small wall hung display cabinet with glass 
sliding doors

1737 Modern grey shoe rack

1738 Bentwood brown upholstered easy chair and 
matching footstool

1739 Pair of hard wood single drawer night stands on 
tubular metal frames

1740 Wooden 3 drawer 2 cupboard side table

1741 Collection of ceramics including a single 
handled earthenware vase, hot water bottle, 
various plates, jelly molds, together with a set of 
encyclopedias of modern agriculture

1742 Modern light oak CD storage unit

1743 Early 20th century pine wall hung shelving unit

1744 Dark oak framed upholstered easy chair

1745 Collection of Coronation ware and an oriental 
tourist tea service

1746 +VAT 2 maroon coloured table lanterns

1747 Shooting stick and 2 further walking sticks

1748 Ceramic shire horse pulling a barrel cart

1749 Queen Anne Louise tea service set

1750 +VAT 3 sets of brightly coloured plates and 
bowls

1751 +VAT Boxed Spode Maui low bowls

1752 Persian fine Jajim Kilin wool rug (172 x 170cm.)

1753 Mahogany centre table with pie crust border

1754 Modern grey open front bookcase and 4 tier 
wooden shoe rack

1755 Sparkly bathroom accessory set

1756 Metal folding fire screen

1757 Brown upholstered sofa together with a similar 
armchair

1758 Brass table lantern of cherub design
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1759 Modern grey open fronted storage unit with 2 
upper drawers and pine effect surface

1760 Modern grey entertainment unit with pine effect 
surface

1761 Modern white 5 drawer bathroom storage unit

1762 Brown leather upholstered reclining armchair

1763 White dressing unit with 7 drawers and matching 
blue upholstered stool plus 3 panel free standing 
mirror 
£50-80

1764 Modern white dressing table

1765 Modern white corner desk and an upholstered 
shell type chair

1766 Modern light oak triple fronted wardrobe with 3 
lower drawers

1767 Collection of pictures including acrylic on canvas 
of a London street scene, signed Burrent, an 
acrylic painting of Brighton Pier, signed Adam 
Jo, various prints including a Ltd Edn. 'secret 
garden', signed in pencil by the artist Helen 
Panscus no. 840/995 together with various 
watercolours and other pictures, some on local 
Bedford theme including the river bridge, 
Bromham Church, etc

1768 *Withdrawn*

1769 +VAT Large grey mottled area rug

1770 2 small black occasional tables

2001 Teak wooden slatted garden sun lounger with 
matching foot stool

2002 Teak wooden slatted garden sun lounger with 
matching foot stool

2003 Teak wooden slatted garden sun lounger with 
matching foot stool

2004 Teak wooden slatted 3 seater hanging bench

2005 Outdoor 6 piece garden set comprising 
rectangular extending table and 5 matching 
reclining chairs

2006 Weathered metal ended wooden slatted 2 seater 
garden bench together with matching rose 
themed wrought iron table and parasol base

2007 Rope effect 3 piece garden bistro set in beige

2008 Rope effect 3 piece garden bistro set in green

2009 Rope effect 3 piece garden bistro set in pink

2010 Rope effect 5 piece outdoor garden seating set 
comprising 4 armchairs and matching circular 
glass topped coffee table

2011 Aqua blue wind up over hanging garden parasol

2012 2 tone grey rope effect 2 seater garden sofa

2013 Grey rattan outdoor 5 piece outdoor dining set 
comprising glass square topped table and 4 
matching armchairs

2014 Brown rattan outdoor 5 piece outdoor dining set 
comprising glass square topped table and 4 
matching armchairs

2015 Brown cloth 2.5m. wind up garden parasol

2016 Brown cloth 2.5m. wind up garden parasol

2017 2 tone grey aluminium framed garden sofa with 
matching grey cushions and side table

2018 Black aluminium 3 piece garden bistro set 
comprising 2 black mesh back chairs and a 
circular table

2019 Set of 4 cane style conservatory armchairs

2020 2 tone grey square glass topped garden table 
with 2 matching grey rattan armchairs

2021 +VAT Boxed NexGrill table top pizza oven

2022 +VAT Boxed Ninja Woodfire electric BBQ grill 
and smoker

2023 +VAT Boxed NXR 3 burner table top gas BBQ

2024 Rope effect 3 piece garden bistro set

2025 +VAT Pair of grey aluminium mesh back garden 
armchairs

2026 Beige metal rectangular garden table

2027 Set of 6 black mesh back garden armchairs

2028 Grey aluminium 9 piece outdoor dining set 
comprising rectangular glass table and set of 6 
reclining chairs each with blue and white 
cushions and 2 foot stools

2029 Stained pine topped side table on metal frame 
supports

2030 Grey and white wooden 3 seater garden bench 
with blue cushion

2031 Wooden outdoor 6 piece dining set comprising 4 
chairs, red cloth parasol and parasol base

2032 +VAT Lifetime 6 piece seating set comprising 
circular table and 5 matching armchairs

2033 Natural stained wooden planter

2034 Natural stained wooden planter

2035 3 wooden half barrel style planters

2036 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2037 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns
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2038 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2039 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2040 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2041 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2042 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2043 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2044 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2045 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2046 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2047 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2048 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2049 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2050 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2051 +VAT Set of 6 boxed solar hanging lanterns

2052 +VAT 2 boxed and 1 unboxed Evergreen solar 
LED lanterns

2053 +VAT 2 boxed 65 piece outdoor solar LED 
pathway lights, together with a set of 4 LED 
solar lights (3 packs in total)

2054 +VAT 2 boxes of LED vintage style garden string 
lights

2055 +VAT 2 boxes of outdoor LED solar sting lights

2056 +VAT Quantity of solar LED multi surface 
outdoor lights

2057 +VAT Quantity of black plastic clip together deck 
tiles

2058 2 boxed 1.9m decorative. Easy Garden obelisks

2059 2 boxed 1.9m decorative. Easy Garden obelisks

2060 2 boxed 1.9m decorative. Easy Garden obelisks

2061 Boxed 15m. garden sprinkler system

2062 Boxed 15m. garden sprinkler system

2063 Boxed 15m. garden sprinkler system

2064 Boxed 15m. garden sprinkler system

2065 +VAT Bundle of LED vintage style garden string 
lights (no bulbs)

2066 Gardena 2 wheel push along spreader, together 
with 2 hose reels

2067 Garden hose and reel

2068 Bundle of mixed garden hand tools to include 2 
handle cultivator, spade, shovel etc.

2069 +VAT Stanley Jr. wheelbarrow and hand tool set

2070 Flat pack wooden raised garden bed

2071 Box containing a quantity of mixed outdoor 
garden related items

2072 +VAT 2 decorative metal free standing storks

2073 Pair of metal garden bench ends

2074 Pair of metal garden bench ends

2075 Pair of metal garden bench ends

2076 Pair of metal garden bench ends

2077 Pair of metal garden bench ends

2078 5 packs 1x3m. garden reed screens

2079 Wicker F&M single handle picnic basket

2080 6 rolls of border edging

2081 4 boxes of galvanised lawn border edging

2082 Pair of lead lined stain glass windows with stork 
motif

2083 2 boxes containing approximately 20 galvanised 
mesh panels (93x63cm.)

2084 Set of 6 black wire hanging baskets with coco 
lining (40cm. diam.)

2085 Set of 6 black wire hanging baskets with coco 
lining (40cm. diam.)

2086 Set of 6 black wire hanging baskets with coco 
lining (40cm. diam.)

2087 Set of 6 black wire hanging baskets with coco 
lining (40cm. diam.)

2088 +VAT Large quantity of soft dog toys

2089 Concrete Buddah figure

2090 Large quantity of hand tools, to include axes, 
spades, forks, hoes, brushes etc.

2091 +VAT 10 wooden handled snow shovels

2092 +VAT 10 wooden handled snow shovels

2093 Wooden slatted picnic style bench

2094 Wooden slatted picnic style bench

2095 +VAT Pair of moon style outdoor collapsible 
chairs

2096 +VAT Pair of moon style outdoor collapsible 
chairs

2097 +VAT Pit Boss smoker style BBQ (no base)

2098 +VAT Circular modern outdoor wall clock

2099 +VAT Brown leaf style garden wall clock

2100 Large weathered chimney pot
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2101 Large potted Uva Nera grapevine

2102 Potted Styraciflua Worplesdon ornamental tree

2103 Potted Styraciflua Worplesdon ornamental tree

2104 2 potted Taxus standishii

2105 Potted Lili Marleen Floribunda rose

2106 Potted My Mum Floribunda rose

2107 Potted My Mum Floribunda rose

2108 Potted Tickled Pink Floribunda rose

2109 Potted Belle de Jour Floribunda rose

2110 Potted Gaujard hybrid tea rose

2111 Potted Harvest Fayre Floribunda rose

2112 Potted climbing iceberg rose

2113 Potted Nostalgia hybrid tea rose

2114 Large potted fuchsia bush

2115 Large potted fuchsia bush

2116 Large potted fuchsia bush

2117 Large potted fuchsia bush

2118 Large potted fuchsia bush

2119 Pre-planted barrel style planter

2120 Pair of large hanging baskets containing mixed 
plants

2121 Pair of large hanging baskets containing mixed 
plants

2122 Pair of metal trugs of mixed plants

2123 Tray containing 9 potted geraniums

2124 Tray containing 9 potted geraniums

2125 Tray containing 9 potted geraniums

2126 Tray containing 9 potted geraniums

2127 Tray containing 9 potted geraniums

2128 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2129 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2130 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2131 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2132 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2133 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2134 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2135 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2136 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2137 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2138 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2139 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2140 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2141 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2142 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2143 Tray containing 9 potted non-stop begonias

2144 Pair of hanging baskets of mixed plants

2145 Potted Atropurpureum acer

2146 Potted Atropurpureum acer

2147 Potted Rainbow's End picea

2148 Potted Rainbow's End picea

2149 Potted Rainbow's End picea

2150 Tray containing 9 potted petunias

2151 Tray containing 9 potted petunias

2152 Tray containing 9 potted petunias

2153 Tray containing 9 potted petunias

2154 Tray containing 9 potted petunias

2155 2 potted fuchsia bushes

2156 2 potted fuchsia bushes

2157 2 potted fuchsia bushes

2158 2 potted fuchsia bushes

2159 4 trays of Hero Mixed French Marigolds

2160 4 trays of Hero Mixed French Marigolds

2161 4 trays of Hero Mixed French Marigolds

2162 4 trays of Hero Mixed French Marigolds

2163 2 trays of Hero Mixed French Marigolds

2164 3 potted cacti in ceramic pots

2165 Potted walnut tree

2166 Potted walnut tree

2167 Potted walnut tree

2168 2 trays of mixed antirrhinums

2169 4 boxes of scalloped lawn edging

2170 4 boxes of scalloped lawn edging

2171 +VAT Large wooden framed outdoor children's 
playhouse with integrated slide, swing, ladder 
and rock climbing
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2172 Pallet containing 4 large weathered concrete 
planters

2173 Pallet containing various garden pots and 
planters incl. concrete gnome with wheelbarrow, 
metal bike planter, etc.

2174 Large concrete seated Buddha

2175 Pair of concrete sloth planters

2176 Pair of concrete laying lions

2177 Concrete British hare

2178 Large concrete Buddha's head

2179 Large concrete kneeling angel

2180 Pair of concrete sitting gryphons

2181 Concrete statue in the form of a pair of football 
boots

2182 Pair of concrete lions

2183 Concrete grapevine decorated bird bath

2184 Concrete statue in the form of a pony

2185 Pair of concrete statues in the form of a bay and 
girl laying down reading

2186 Large concrete Buddha

2187 Concrete bust of Julius Caesar on plinth

2188 Concrete frieze depicting wild horses

2189 Concrete tree stump bird bath

2190 Pair of concrete cartoon style mushrooms

2191 Pair of concrete statues in the form of boy 
kissing girl

2192 Concrete pig

2193 Graduated set of concrete penguins

2194 Concrete sitting labrador

2195 Large pair of concrete laying lions

2196 Large concrete dragon

2197 3 pelican bird bath

2198 Concrete tortoise

2199 Concrete dolphin

2200 Large pair of concrete gorillas

2201 Pair of Oriental soldiers with Oriental man 
holding scroll

2202 Set of 3 large Oriental concrete figures incl. 
kneeling warrior, woman holding fan and 
standing guard

2203 Large concrete skull

2204 White wicker garden armchair with blue cushion

2205 +VAT 6 Home Fire Swedish torches

2206 +VAT 6 Home Fire Swedish torches

2207 Shovel, hand fork and branch hand saw

2208 +VAT Bundle of interlocking grid shed base 
system

2209 Wooden arch top garden gate

2210 Small wooden gate

2211 +VAT Mac Sports 4 wheel collapsible pull along 
beach wagon

2212 +VAT Cased Tommy Bahama beach parasol

2213 +VAT Igloo 85L 2 wheel pull along cool box

2214 +VAT Igloo 58L 2 wheel pull along cool box

2215 +VAT Igloo 51L twin handled cool box with 
smaller Igloo coolbox

2216 +VAT Igloo 28L 2 wheel pull along cool box

2217 +VAT Vango 2 burner combi grill

2218 +VAT Vango 2 burner combi grill

2219 Quantity of various camping chairs

2220 2 boxes containing approx. 48 packs total of 
Weber BBQ cubes

2221 Box containing black and grey thermal cool bags

2222 4 Adventuridge lamps with integrated bluetooth 
speakers

2223 4 Adventuridge lamps with integrated bluetooth 
speakers

2224 4 Adventuridge lamps with integrated bluetooth 
speakers

2225 +VAT Titan 2 wheel pull along cool bag with 
Titan Arctic Zone backpack and Titan Deep 
Freeze lunch box

2226 Cristal in car fridge

2227 Large grey wooden mobile home storage box

2228 +VAT Timber Ridge 2 tone blue camping chair 
with integrated side table

2229 +VAT Timber Ridge 2 tone blue camping chair 
with integrated side table

2230 +VAT Timber Ridge 2 tone blue camping chair 
with integrated side table

2231 +VAT Pair of Rio hammock style chairs

2232 +VAT Zempire grey and green fold out camping 
chair

2233 +VAT Core collapsible camping bench
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2234 +VAT Quantity of Sealy queen size electric air 
beds

2235 +VAT Core pop-up gazebo frame (no cover)

2236 Moby Dick plastic white kayak

2237 Cased Omu 'Bali' paddle board with oars

2238 Intex K2 inflatable kayak with oars and pump

2239 +VAT Palm Springs inflatable Lay-Z-Spa with 
pump and cover

2240 +VAT Intex 3.7m prism framed swimming pool

2241 +VAT Under bay of mixed childrens outdoor 
inflatables incl. Jump-O-Lenes, paddling pools, 
etc.

2242 Box containing approximately 13 Intex Krystal 
Clear accessory hoses

2243 4 Intex Krystal Clear 3.1m. swimming pool 
covers

2244 4 Intex Krystal Clear 3.1m. swimming pool 
covers

2245 4 Intex Krystal Clear 3.1m. swimming pool 
covers

2246 4 boxed Intex Krystal Clear 3.7m pool covers

2247 4 boxed Intex Krystal Clear 3.7m pool covers

2248 4 boxed Intex Krystal Clear 3.7m pool covers

2249 4 boxed Intex Krystal Clear 3.7m pool covers

2250 2 boxed Intex Krystal Clear 3.7m pool covers

2251 4 Intex 3x2m swimming pool covers

2252 4 Intex 3x2m swimming pool covers

2253 4 Intex 3x2m swimming pool covers

2254 2 Intex Pure Spa maintenance kits

2255 Tray containing 8 boxed 3 piece BBQ grill mats 
with quantity of party style plastic table covers

2256 Box containing 12 Bestway Flow Clear filter 
cartridges

2257 2 boxes containing 12 Intex Krystal Clear filter 
cartridges

2258 +VAT Boxed pair of Columbia mens walking 
trainers in black and red (size 9)

2259 +VAT Unboxed pair of Columbia mens walking 
trainers in black and red (size 10)

2260 +VAT Columbia full zip black waterproof jacket 
(size L) with mens Columbia beige and black 
jumper (size L)

2261 +VAT Columbia beige and black mens jumper 
with Columbia blue fur style full zip jacket (size 
L)

2262 +VAT 2 Nautica Sailing 1/4 zip fleeces (size M)

2263 +VAT 3 Berghaus t-shirts in mixed styles and 
sizes

2264 +VAT 3 Berghaus t-shirts in mixed styles and 
sizes

2265 +VAT 3 Berghaus t-shirts in mixed styles and 
sizes

2266 +VAT 3 Berghaus t-shirts in mixed styles and 
sizes

2267 +VAT 3 Berghaus t-shirts in mixed styles and 
sizes

2268 +VAT 3 Berghaus t-shirts in mixed styles and 
sizes

2269 +VAT Mens Columbia beige and black jumper 
with mens Columbia black fur style full zip fleece

2270 +VAT Mens Columbia beige and black jumper 
with mens Columbia black fur style full zip fleece

2271 +VAT Mens Columbia beige and black jumper 
with mens Columbia black fur style full zip fleece

2272 +VAT Mens Columbia beige and black jumper 
with mens Columbia black fur style full zip fleece

2273 +VAT Mens Columbia beige and black jumper 
with mens Columbia black fur style full zip fleece

2274 +VAT Mens Columbia black full zip fur style 
fleece with Columbia ladies waterproof jacket in 
pink

2275 +VAT 2 Columbia full zip waterproof jackets (1 
in black, 1 in burgundy)

2276 +VAT EzeGlide 3 wheel compact golf trolley

2277 +VAT Kirkland 3 piece wedge set

2278 +VAT Kirkland 3 piece wedge set

2279 +VAT Kirkland 3 piece wedge set

2280 +VAT 6 packs of Dunlop golf balls

2281 +VAT SKLZ golf launching pad with pack of 
Kirkland Signature golf gloves (size M) and part 
pack of Callaway Hex Tour golf balls

2282 +VAT Bundle containing Callaway Edge golf 
clubs

2283 +VAT Bundle containing Callaway Edge golf 
clubs

2284 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes
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2285 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2286 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2287 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2288 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2289 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2290 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2291 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2292 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2293 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2294 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2295 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2296 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2297 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2298 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2299 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2300 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2301 +VAT 3 Calloway golf branded quarter neck zip, 
full length long sleeve tops in mixed colours and 
sizes

2302 +VAT 3 Callaway golf t-shirts

2303 +VAT Bag containing ShedRain waterproof golf 
jackets

2304 Childs Donnay International golf bag on trolley 
with quantity of mainly Champion childrens golf 
clubs

2305 Childs Donnay international red and black golf 
bag containing Donnay childrens golf clubs

2306 +VAT Flat pack Quickhit Quickplay golf striking 
net

2307 +VAT Flat pack Lifetime Power Lift portable 
basketball system

2308 +VAT Boxed Lifetime 32" Impact portable 
basketball system

2309 +VAT Boxed Lifetime 32" Impact portable 
basketball system

2310 +VAT Axe throwing game

2311 Quantity of wooden croquet sticks

2312 +VAT 2 cased garden swing ball sets with door 
basketball game and Spikeball Pro game

2313 Box containing fishing rod parts and sections

2314 2 Berkley FireFlex fishing rods

2315 Bundle of mixed fishing rods

2316 2 Ugly Stik fishing rods

2317 +VAT Box containing a qty of various metal tools 
for scrap

2318 +VAT Stillage containing 5x boxed Clarke power 
tools for spares and repairs inc. pump, sander, 
grinder, polisher and multi tool

2319 +VAT Pallet containing a variety of damaged 
tools and machinery for spares and repairs inc. 
submersible pumps, belt sander, compressor, 
generator, scroll saw, spindle moulder, etc.

2321 +VAT LG Signature wine cooler

2322 +VAT Bosch Series 6 10kg washing machine

2323 +VAT LG dish washer

2324 Leck undercounter fridge

2325 Frigidaire undercounter fridge

2326 Zanussi 7kg electronic sensor drier

2327 Zanussi undercounted freezer

2328 Hotpoint undercounter fridge
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2329 NeoChef microwave, unboxed

2330 Gourmet Pro400 pizza multi oven, boxed

2331 +VAT Boxed cooker hood

2332 Vax Spot Scrubber hand held carpet washer, 
boxed

2333 +VAT Braun Carestyle Compact steam iron, 
boxed

2334 Hotpoint electric hob

2335 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner, with charger and battery, boxed

2336 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner, with charger and battery, boxed

2337 +VAT Samsung Jet Bot vacuum, with dock and 
charger, boxed

2338 +VAT Samsung Jet Bot vacuum, with dock and 
charger, unboxed

2339 Dyson DC07 vacuum

2340 Dyson DC07 vacuum

2341 Shark Duo Clean cordless vacuum

2342 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum, 
with battery, charger and accessorires, boxed

2343 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum, 
with battery, charger and accessorires, unboxed

2344 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum, 
with battery and charger, unboxed

2345 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum, 
with battery, charger and accessories, unboxed

2346 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet vacuum, no 
battery, with accessories, boxed

2347 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet vacuum, with 
battery and accessories, unboxed

2348 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet vacuum, no 
battery, with accessories, unboxed

2349 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, boxed

2350 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, unboxed

2351 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, unboxed

2352 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, unboxed

2353 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, unboxed

2354 G-Tech K9 AirRam vacuum, unboxed

2355 +VAT Shark Duo Clean cordless stick vacuum 
cleaner, together with box of various Shark 
model parts to include battery, charger etc.

2356 +VAT Shark corded stick vacuum cleaner, 
boxed

2357 +VAT 2 Shark Duo Clean corded stick vacuum, 
unboxed

2358 Polti Vaporetto SV420_Frescovapor steam mop, 
boxed

2359 +VAT 2 Shark steam mop floor cleaners, 
unboxed

2360 +VAT Black + Decker 2 in 1 Dust Buster 
vacuum, unboxed

2361 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean Pro Heat carpet 
cleaner, unboxed

2362 +VAT Quantity of household related items to 
include Joseph Joseph laundry basket, Addis 
airer, Moisture absorbing refill bags etc. together 
with a boxed Black & Decker laundry airer

2363 +VAT Boxed Sensible Eco Living 2 piece pedal 
bin set, together with another unboxed Eco 
Living bin

2364 +VAT 3 Sensible Eco Living motion sensor bins, 
unboxed

2365 +VAT Box containing VonHaus vacuum parts

2366 +VAT VR1 Pure Design indoor rowing machine

2367 +VAT Marcy multi-use weight bench

2368 +VAT 2 MX adjustable dumbbells

2369 +VAT UFC punch bag with stand

2370 +VAT Spin L3 exercise bike

2371 +VAT Spin L3 exercise bike

2372 +VAT Spin L3 exercise bike

2373 +VAT Proform Trainer HL exercise trainer

2374 +VAT Core Max 8-in-1 body training system

2375 +VAT Boxed Max Health fitness board

2376 +VAT Athletic mat (40"x84")

2377 Quantity of mixed exercise related items to 
include 1 x 10kg. and 1 x 20kg. weighted bags, 2 
dumbbells, kettle bell, exercise mat etc.

2378 +VAT ChillaFish children's balance bike, 
together with 2 unboxed ones

2379 Apollo Slalom children's bike in blue

2380 Harlom Torrent mountain bike

2381 +VAT Vitesse Force electric bike with battery 
and charger

2382 Baby rear bike child seat

2383 Blue Trail-a-bike

2384 Raleigh town bike with front wheel storage and 
rear bag
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2385 Hercules town bike with front wheel storage bag

2386 +VAT Boxed Huffy electric green machine

2387 +VAT Huffy Extreme 3 wheel drifting machine

2388 +VAT Boxed Street Runner Dart scooter

2389 +VAT Boxed Street Runner Dart scooter

2390 Chrome 3 section bike rack

2391 +VAT Huffy electric 3 wheel green machine

2392 +VAT 2 boxed Chillafish green and white childs 
balance bikes

2393 Gogo 4 wheel mobility scooter with key and 
charger

2394 Care Co 4 wheel mobility wheelchair with 
charger

2395 3 mobility walking aids

2396 +VAT Boxed Byron video doorbell

2397 +VAT Ring Smart video camera floodlight

2398 +VAT Ring video doorbell with chime

2399 +VAT Vonhaus wall mounted 30m hose reel 
with bracket

2400 Ten 14" green metal basket brackets

2401 Fiat 500 Lounge in white, 3 door hatchback, first 
registered 31.03.2011, registration plate NX11 
ZWM, 875cc petrol, mileage showing 120,424, 
MOT until 08.04.2025, four former keepers, 
some service history, V5 present with one key.

2402 +VAT Quick Jack BL.5000 SLX portable car lift 
split over 3 boxes

2403 Roof top van vault

2404 Large trolley jack

2405 Collection of vintage oil cans to include 
Wakefield Castrol motor oil XL 5 Gallon, two 
Fina oil pourers, plus a R.M.C.C tortoise trophy

2406 +VAT Boxed Clarke heavy duty 24v jump start

2407 +VAT Boxed Clarke heavy duty 24v jump start

2408 Witter Tow bar, together with 2 20L jerry cans

2409 4 Winnard brake pads

2410 +VAT Car floor jack

2411 +VAT Boxed Record power wheel kit for 
BS350S

2412 +VAT 3 Clarke 8 amp automatic car battery 
chargers

2413 +VAT Clarke Obdii-eobd engine fault code 
reader together with a Clarke Multi functional 
vehicle emergency jump start and device 
charger

2414 +VAT Cased blue spot 23 piece wheel bearing 
removing kit

2415 3 Audura branded break disks together with 2 
Brembo break pads

2416 6 boxes of various car related spray paint, 
cleaning devices, oils, etc

2417 +VAT Clarke car creeper

2418 +VAT Cased Clarke oil filter cap wrench set

2419 +VAT Cased Clarke oil filter cap wrench set

2420 +VAT 2 Clarke 8 amp automatic battery 
chargers together with a Clarke 350A booster 
cable jump lead set

2421 +VAT Boxed Clarke 12V/24V intelligent battery 
charger/ maintainer

2422 +VAT 4 Clarke micro 180 multi functional jump 
start and device chargers

2423 +VAT Bonaire 12 volt tyre inflator together with a 
qty of Michelin branded window wipers and 2 
bottles of wonder wheels wheel cleaner

2424 +VAT Cased Clarke strong arm vehicle tow bar

2425 Cased Floureon T3 jump starter together with a 
Halfords smart charger

2426 +VAT 20L steel jerry can together with a 10L red 
fuel can

2427 +VAT Clarke trolley jack together with 2 Clarke 
12 tonne bottle jacks and a Clarke 12-24 volt 
multi function jump starter

2428 +VAT Clarke heavy duty 1010 jump starter with 
built in air compressor

2429 2 crates of mixed car related items to include 
mainly various size window wiper blades, 
sponges, car roller blinds, etc

2430 5 boxes of formula car leather shampoo

2431 2 boxes containing a large qty of mixed car 
related items to include wheel caps, car 
speakers, car cleaning items, boot liners, towing 
and touring accessories, etc

2432 +VAT Boxed Hive EO mini pro 3 EV charger

2433 +VAT 3 Karcher WV6+ cordless window vacs

2434 +VAT 3 Karcher WV6+ cordless window vacs

2435 +VAT Clarke petrol generator

2436 +VAT Clarke power 3400w inverter generator
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2437 +VAT Clarke power 3400w inverter generator

2438 +VAT Clarke power petrol generator (missing 
cap)

2439 +VAT Clarke Harry electric hot washer

2440 3 various style aluminium 2 tread step ladders

2441 +VAT Cosco 3 in 1 aluminium platform/hand 
truck

2442 +VAT Cosco 3 in 1 aluminium platform/hand 
truck

2443 +VAT Boxed Champion 2600 PSI petrol 
powered pressure washer

2444 Champion 2600psi petrol pressure washer with 
hose and lance

2445 +VAT Boxed Champion 2600 PSI petrol 
powered pressure washer

2446 +VAT Clarke petrol 2 wheeled pressure washer 
on trolley

2447 +VAT Keter pro collapsible work bench

2448 Box containing heavy duty grey sacks

2449 +VAT Clarke wood worker 2000w electric table 
saw

2450 +VAT Clarke wood worker 2000w electric table 
saw

2451 2 David Brown Crop Master tractor wheel trims

2452 2 wheel metal frame trolley

2453 Gas operated thermal Tempest space heater

2454 Heavy duty metal lockable cage

2455 Metal wheelbarrow

2456 DX845W Steam cleaner

2457 Dewalt collapsible saw horse together with 2 
large pressure clamps

2458 +VAT Timber framed 3 section loft ladder

2459 +VAT Timber framed 3 section loft ladder

2460 +VAT Timber framed 3 section loft ladder

2461 +VAT Timber framed 3 section loft ladder

2462 +VAT Clarke 7 drawer mechanics tool chest

2463 +VAT 2 Clarke Air Master air compressors (for 
spares and repairs)

2464 2 continental car tyres, 235-55.R.19

2465 Pallet containing a qty of various size heavy duty 
steel lintels

2466 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 2.4m CLS 
timber

2467 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 2.4m CLS 
timber

2468 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 2.4m CLS 
timber

2469 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 2.4m CLS 
timber

2470 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 1.2m CLS 
timber

2471 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 1.2m CLS 
timber

2472 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 1.2m CLS 
timber

2473 Bundle containing 10 lengths of 1.2m CLS 
timber

2474 10 lengths of 4 x 2 CLS timber (size approx. 
1.2m)

2475 10 lengths of 4 x 2 CLS timber (size approx. 
1.2m)

2476 Honda HRB-476 self propelled petrol lawn 
mower

2477 +VAT Mountfield SP51H self propelled petrol 
lawn mower

2478 4 wheel petrol lawn sweeper

2479 Petrol lawn mower

2480 Bergman Pro 40V cordless lawnmower (no 
battery or charger)

2481 Wolfgarten SDL2500 electric garden shredder

2482 Bosh Rotak 40 electric lawn mower together 
with a Flymo electric garden vac

2483 +VAT Clarke electric chainsaw

2484 Petrol bent arm strimmer

2485 Petrol bent arm strimmer

2486 TF22 petrol hedge trimmer

2487 Hitachi petrol hedge trimmer

2488 +VAT Boxed Black & Decker Workmate together 
with 2 saw horses

2489 +VAT 4 wheel wooden moving dolly, together 
with a 4 wheel metal dolly and boxed dial 
handling kit

2490 +VAT Stanley spray gun kit, boxed

2491 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of mixed 
ironmongery to include padlocks, door locks, 
door handles etc.
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2492 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of mixed items 
to include Titan wet & Dry vacuum bags, head 
torches, Karcher pressure washer lance, LAP 
clamp meter etc.

2493 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of various No 
Nonsense multi task wipes and anti bacterial 
hand sanitiser

2494 +VAT Quantity of FloPlast gutter brushes

2495 +VAT 2 mixed size rolls of welding wire

2496 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of BC Clothing 
cargo work trousers in mixed colours and sizes

2497 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of mixed 
iron mongery to include door handles, locks, 
hinges etc.

2498 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of Zero-In Ultra 
Power pest spray

2499 +VAT Quantity of mixed Clarke branded tooling 
to include manual mitre saw, grimper, AC/DC 
power inverter, magnet, combination lock

2500 Quantity of various parquet flooring tiles

2501 +VAT Cased 44 piece screwdriver set with 
cased Clarke Pro 16 piece T-handle hexagonal 
and Torx key set

2502 +VAT 2 cased Clarke Pro professional 40 piece 
Torx/ spline and bit holder sets

2503 +VAT 2 cased Clarke Pro professional 40 piece 
Torx/ spline and bit holder sets

2504 +VAT Clarke Pro 150mm short nose air hammer 
kit with Clarke air operated impact wrench

2505 +VAT 2 cased Clarke 7 piece TRX star impact 
bits with BlueSpot 10 piece impact hex bit 
socket set

2506 +VAT Cased BlueSpot 19 piece drive multi fit 
socket set with Clarke Pro professional 29 piece 
Torx/ star socket and security bit set and Clarke 
professional 40 piece Torx/ spline and bit holder 
set

2507 +VAT 2 Clarke 240V 115mm angle grinders

2508 +VAT Boxed Clarke metalworker electric drill bit 
sharpener

2509 +VAT 2 wall mounted retractable air lines

2510 +VAT Bag of mixed electrical items incl. 
Masterplug 25m cable reel, 2 smart LED strip 
lights and Artika 3 in 1 LED outdoor wall light

2511 +VAT 5 boxed and 1 unboxed Clarke spray guns 
in mixed sizes

2512 +VAT Quantity of car maintenance tooling incl. 
cased 4 piece double flaring toolkit, cased 
Clarke double flaring pipe kit, 2 motorbike chain 
breakers, 3 legged glaze breaker and multi valve 
spring compressor

2513 +VAT Clarke 6" metalworker polishing kit with 
Clarke 3" right angle polisher kit, Clarke 
universal dowelling jig set, BlueSpot 35 piece 
sanding and preparation disc set and 2 Laser 12 
piece damaged nut/bolt extractor sets

2514 +VAT 2 cased Clarke air operated air staplers

2515 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various Clarke 
pumps incl. 12V oil and diesel pump, 12V 
submersible transfer pump, 1/4" filter regulator, 
etc.

2516 +VAT Bag containing Clarke 12V digital tyre 
inflators with unboxed Clarke professional 
Airline tyre inflator with liner gauge

2517 +VAT 5 boxed Clarke Professional Airline tyre 
inflators with linear gauge

2518 +VAT Boxed Clarke wood worker 240V variable 
speed router with Clarke 240V professional jig 
saw, Clarke 240V orbital sander and Clarke 
rotary tool

2519 Blakley 110V splitter box

2520 Under bay of mixed vintage tooling

2521 Wall mounted site safety notice sign

2522 Wolfcraft 2 wheel collapsible sack barrow

2523 +VAT Clarke Strongarm 2 wheel collapsible 
sack barrow

2524 +VAT 3 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2525 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2526 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2527 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2528 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2529 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2530 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2531 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2532 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)
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2533 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2534 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2535 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2536 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2537 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2538 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2539 +VAT 4 boxes containing 10 each Flexovit 14 
hole sanding sheets (115x230mm)

2540 +VAT 2 Clarke air tubing on reels

2541 +VAT Boxed Clarke adjustable folding saw 
horse

2542 +VAT Clarke 2 in 1 pipe bender

2543 +VAT Boxed Clarke Jet 8500 electric pressure 
washer

2544 +VAT Clarke Jet 9500 electric pressure washer

2545 +VAT Clarke Jet 7500 electric pressure washer

2546 +VAT Clarke Jet 7500 electric pressure washer

2547 +VAT Nilfisk P150.2 electric pressure washer

2548 +VAT Boxed Bosch EasyAquatak 110 high 
pressure washer

2549 +VAT Boxed Karcher T-Racer surface cleaner

2550 2 boxes of mainly various tinned adhesives incl. 
blue 60 fire rated frame foam, quick drying spray 
paint, butane gas, etc.

2551 +VAT Clarke 2200W power invertor generator

2552 +VAT 2 Clarke Devil 6009 9KW electric heaters

2553 +VAT 2 Clarke Devil 6009 9KW electric heaters

2554 2 Wessex 240V LED tripod work lights

2555 +VAT 2 Wessex 240V LED tripod work lights

2556 +VAT 2 bags of mainly boxed and unboxed LED 
portable work lights

2557 +VAT 2 Wessex 240V 360 degrees area LED 
work lights with integrated sockets

2558 Hitachi 110V jig saw with Hyecho cordless 
hedge trimmer and grass shear set and heavy 
duty tile cutter

2559 Box containing mixed spray guns, spray masks, 
etc.

2560 Large roll of fibre glass

2561 +VAT Three 4mx25m rolls of medium duty clear 
TPS rolls

2562 +VAT 3 10L tubs of Bostik Idenden water based 
structural adhesive

2563 +VAT Wagner 240V paint sprayer with Wagner 
240V wallpaper stripper

2564 +VAT Quantity of various size air lines

2565 2 20L tubs of Paintmaster professional 
polyurethane floor paint in light grey with 2 5L 
tubs of Leyland Trade heavy duty floor paint and 
2 750ml tins of Wickes interior wood paint in 
shadow grey

2566 Box containing sealed plastic tags

2567 +VAT 5 various style motors

2568 Crate containing halogen spotlights

2569 Box containing Bond It FS4 fire shield acoustic 
acrylic sealant and adhesive

2570 Crate containing mixed tooling

2571 Roll of sand finish roofing felt

2572 +VAT 3 packs of Golden Select water resistant 
laminate flooring in woodland finish

2573 +VAT Large quantity of mixed style laminate 
flooring in various styles and finishes

2574 +VAT Boxed Clarke 225mm electric long reach 
dry wall sander

2575 +VAT DeWalt Deep Pro organiser with DeWalt 
Shallow Pro organiser

2576 Cased PowerKraft air operated stapler with 2 
Parkside rotary tool accessory kits

2577 Crate containing Makita 2 sectioned battery 
charger stand, Makita 18V single battery charger 
and Makita cordless rep saw

2578 +VAT Clarke Pro engineer's bench mounted 
vice

2579 Wall mounted 30' retractable air hose reel

2580 +VAT Clarke contractor 240V skill saw

2581 +VAT Clarke ram pump

2582 +VAT Clarke Air wall mounted retractable air 
hose reel

2583 +VAT Cased Tacwise 230V master nailer

2584 9 drawer tool chest containing small quantity of 
mixed tools

2585 Hilka Procraft 1400 jump starter
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2586 +VAT Boxed Draper 1500W bench mounted 
spindle moulder

2587 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2588 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2589 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2590 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2591 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2592 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2593 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2594 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2595 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2596 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2597 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2598 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2599 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2600 +VAT 240V transformer with 2 110V outlets

2601 +VAT Clarke 12 bin organiser

2602 +VAT 2 bench mounted vices (1 is damaged to 
base)

2603 +VAT 2 x Blue Spot 13 piece 1/2in. metric deep 
impact socket sets

2604 +VAT 2 x Blue Spot 13 piece 1/2in. metric deep 
impact socket sets

2605 +VAT 2 x Blue Spot 13 piece 1/2in. metric deep 
impact socket sets

2606 +VAT 2 x Blue Spot 13 piece 1/2in. metric deep 
impact sockets sets, together with a Blue Spot 
11 piece 1/2in socket set

2607 +VAT Blue Spot 7 piece extra long ring spanner 
set

2608 2 tie-down ratchet strap sets

2609 +VAT 2 cased Blue Spot 10 piece 1/2in. deep 
metric impact sockets

2610 +VAT 2 packs of 30m. professional rubber air 
hose lines

2611 +VAT 3 Blue Spot mixed size power bars

2612 +VAT 2 Clarke 4 1/2in. electric angle grinders

2613 +VAT Clarke 220w clean water submersible 
pump together with a Clarke 1in. portable 
submersible water pump

2614 +VAT 2 Blue Spot 8 piece metric spanner sets

2615 +VAT Clarke 310W. sanding roller, boxed

2616 +VAT Clarke multi-function tool kit, boxed

2617 +VAT Cased Clarke 1/2in. impact wrench

2618 +VAT Cased Clarke 6in. orbital sander/polisher

2619 +VAT Clarke 15m. retractable extension reel

2620 +VAT Clarke Air 9m. retractable air hose reel, 
boxed

2621 Makita cordless circular saw with battery

2622 Clarke metal worker 240V bench pillar drill

2623 4 bulldog lifting clips

2624 Safety harness

2625 +VAT Smith & Locke electronic combination 
safe, boxed

2626 +VAT Clarke Contractor professional angle 
grinder

2627 +VAT Quantity of mixed electrical pressure 
washer items, to include Karcher hose, Clarke 
hose, Nilfish nozzle

2628 Two steem wallpaper strippers (1x 110V, 1x 
240V)

2629 6 tubs of rubber sealing

2630 +VAT Box containing a large quantity of fire 
blankets

2631 +VAT Bosch 240V angle grinder, boxed

2632 +VAT Quantity of various style LED tripod work 
lights

2633 +VAT Pair of fence post digging spoons

2634 2 boxes of screwdrivers

2635 +VAT Combination door lock

2636 +VAT 3 boxes of 2m. coving

2637 +VAT Bundle of dark oak coloured beading

2638 Sage green wooden slatted 3 section window 
blind

2639 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2640 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2641 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2642 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2643 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2644 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2645 +VAT Alu aluminium double sided splash back

2646 +VAT Chrome framed white powder coated 
finish 4 column wall hung radiator
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2647 +VAT Boxed modern 1600x472mm white oval 
double panel radiator

2648 +VAT White fibre glass 100x80mm. shower tray, 
together with a boxed 800x300mm. heated towel 
rail

2649 2 Kudox 700x400mm electric towel rails (1 
chrome, 1 white)

2650 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2651 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2652 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2653 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2654 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2655 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2656 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2657 Croydex white wall mounted double bi-view 
bathroom cabinet

2658 +VAT Grohe Ambi dual-lever kitchen tap, boxed

2659 +VAT Grohe Vitalio Joy System 200 shower 
system, boxed

2660 Boxed Grohe Rapido T thermostat, together with 
a Grotherm 2000

2661 Boxed Grohe Rapido T thermostat, together with 
a Grohe term 2000

2662 +VAT Reginox instant hot water kitchen tap

2663 +VAT Reginox instant hot water kitchen tap

2664 Grohe Talentofill Inlet bath pop up and waste 
system

2665 Grohe Talentofill Inlet bath pop up and waste 
system

2666 Grohe Talentofill Inlet bath pop up and waste 
system

2667 Grohe Talentofill Inlet bath pop up and waste 
system

2668 Grohe Relexa shower head sprayer, boxed

2669 4 Hansgrohe Eco Smart VarioJet SH

2670 3 Hansgrohe Eco Smart Vario Jet SH

2671 +VAT Boxed Vort Quadro Micro 100 bathroom 
ventilator

2672 Roll of underfloor heating cable

2673 +VAT Boxed Google Nest learning thermostat 
(Nest Pro edition in stainless steel finish)

2674 +VAT Boxed Google Nest learning thermostat 
(Nest Pro edition in stainless steel finish)

2675 +VAT Boxed Google Nest learning thermostat 
(Nest Pro edition in stainless steel finish)

2676 +VAT Boxed Google Nest learning thermostat 
(Nest Pro edition in stainless steel finish)

2677 +VAT Boxed Google Nest learning thermostat 
(Nest Pro edition in stainless steel finish)

2678 +VAT Boxed Google Nest learning thermostat 
(Nest Pro edition in stainless steel finish)

2679 +VAT Boxed Google Nest stainless steel 
learning thermostat

2680 +VAT Boxed Google Nest stainless steel 
learning thermostat

2681 +VAT Boxed Google Nest stainless steel 
learning thermostat

2682 +VAT Boxed Google Nest stainless steel 
learning thermostat

2683 +VAT Boxed Google Nest stainless steel 
learning thermostat

2684 +VAT Boxed Google Nest black learning 
thermostat

2685 +VAT Boxed Google Nest thermostat E

2686 +VAT 4 various Honeywell Home branded 
thermostats to include a T4R, DT2, C16 and an 
RF digital thermostat

2687 Boxed Woozoo fan with 1 unboxed and unboxed 
Honeywell fan

2688 White ceramic WC with boxed cabinet

2689 Disability electric bath/shower assistant seat

2690 +VAT Boxed MeacoDry Arete One 18L electric 
dehumidifier/ air purifier

2691 +VAT Unboxed MeacoDry Arete One 18L 
electric dehumidifier/ air purifier

2692 +VAT Boxed Winix Zero SE air purifier with 
integrated plasma wave

2693 +VAT Boxed Wessex 20L electric dehumidifier

2694 +VAT Boxed Wessex 20L electric dehumidifier

2695 +VAT Unboxed Wessex 20L electric 
dehumidifier

2696 +VAT Unboxed Wessex 20L electric 
dehumidifier

2697 +VAT Boxed Wessex 12L electric dehumidifier

2698 +VAT Clarke Pro 240V electric water pump
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2699 +VAT Clarke Pro 1" stainless steel water pump

2700 +VAT Unboxed Clarke Pro 1" stainless steel 
water pump

2701 +VAT Boxed Clarke 1" 800W electric water 
pump

2702 +VAT Unboxed Clarke 1" 800W electric water 
pump

2703 Grey 2 door 2 drawer under sink cabinet

2704 +VAT Wood's MDK11 10L electric dehumidifier

2705 +VAT Unboxed Wessex electric dehumidifier

2706 +VAT Roper Rhodes secure fix toilet seat with 
Grohe chrome start single lever tap

2707 Quantity of various style kitchen interior storage 
racks with small glass splash back

2708 +VAT Pallet containing various style heaters 
incl. electric oil filled radiators, convector 
heaters, ceramic heaters, etc.

2709 +VAT Pallet containing a large quantity of 
mainly boxed electric filled oil radiators

2710 +VAT Pallet containing various style heaters 
incl. electric oil filled radiators, convector 
heaters, ceramic heaters, etc.

2711 +VAT 2 boxed Apennin hanging pendant lights

2712 +VAT Reel of armoured 3 core cable with 
smaller roll of twin and earth cable

2713 +VAT Roll of twin and earth cable

2714 +VAT Boxed Elucian 16 way dual RCD metal 
consumer unit

2715 +VAT Boxed BG 19 mod 13 way populated dual 
metal consumer unit

2716 +VAT Boxed BG 12 mod 6 way populated dual 
metal consumer unit

2717 +VAT Boxed BG 5 mod garage kit

2718 4 boxed Krea Design semi-circular interior wall 
lights

2719 +VAT Bag containing containing mixed style 
extension leads and sockets

2720 +VAT Bag containing mixed electronics incl. 
down lights BG Storm weatherproof switches, 
BG interior switches, lightbulbs, etc.

2721 +VAT Bag containing mixed electronics incl. 
down lights BG Storm weatherproof switches, 
BG interior switches, lightbulbs, etc.

2722 +VAT Bag containing mixed electronic sockets 
and switches

2723 +VAT 2 bags of Wessex LED flood lights

2724 +VAT 2 bags of mixed lighting incl. boxed and 
unboxed LED Wessex flood lights, Luceco solar 
lights, etc.

2725 +VAT Bag containing mixed ironmongery incl. 
various style locks, door handles, hinges, etc.

2726 +VAT 6 De'Longhi electric oil filled radiators

2727 +VAT Boxed Meaco 1056P standard room air 
circulator

2728 +VAT Vybra 3 in 1 fan, heater and air purifier

2729 +VAT Vybra 3 in 1 fan, heater and air purifier

2730 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Woozoo table top 
fans

2731 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Woozoo table top 
fans

2732 +VAT Duux standard fan

2733 +VAT 2 boxed and 1 unboxed NSA ultimate fold 
up fans (3 fans)

2734 Dimplex Eco electric oil filled radiator with tower 
fan

2735 +VAT 2 Duux threesixty2 heaters in black

2736 +VAT Boxed Clarke Air 20" multi angle fan

2737 +VAT De'Longhi Pinguino 4x4 mobile air 
conditioning unit with remote control

2738 +VAT Boxed MeacoCool MC Series portable air 
conditioning unit

2739 Bank of 9 yellow and grey lockable lockers

2740 Bank of 6 metal lockable lockers

2741 Gorilla Tough 4 wheel commercial shop display 
stand

2742 11 black upholstered stacking conference chairs 
on chrome tubular legs

2743 Blue and white circular office side table

2744 +VAT Boxed X Rocker Pulsar RGB gaming desk 
with integral LED lighting

2745 +VAT Black La-Z-Boy office armchair

2746 4mx4m commercial pop-up gazebo

2747 Pair of beige button back upholstered bar stools 
on chrome bases

2748 3 chrome and leatherette height adjustable bar 
stools

2749 +VAT Grey leatherette chrome height adjustable 
bar stool

2750 Large dark oak effect fire surround

2751 +VAT 3 pallets of cardboard fruit boxes
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2752 Black metal tractor seat

2753 Bag containing power leads

2754 H.G.V. commercial brake pressure test gauge kit

2755 Box containing ceiling filters

2766 +VAT Privacy screen in box
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